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Abstract. A possible sustainable growth of credit unions is being examined in this paper. Credit unions 
have a rich history. Some, however, adhere more closely to their historical roots than others. These credit 
unions base their philosophy on the premise that members, in a voluntary capacity, actively participate in 
the governance and the running of the credit union; and that the credit union should not develop beyond a 
size and level of financial sophistication at which individual members can fully contribute in this capaci-
ty. Other credit unions have strayed far from their historical roots. Moreover the analysis of contemporary 
credit unions conceptions and problems of management improvement are performed. In addition theoreti-
cal priorities for credibility and international capabilities of credit unions are presented. A sketch of some 
actual theories is being performed and methods for analysis of credit unions' activities are particularly 
composed. Following method of improvement of observational research was performed in this paper. In 
order to evaluate common tendencies of activities of the credit unions in the World and particularly in the 
European Union the financial institutions’ legal regulations are specially surveyed. Furthermore legal 
regulations of credit unions are analyzed in practice for local and international credit unions of Lithuania. 
The preliminary evaluation of the credit unions activity in the circumstances of contemporary waves of 
the financial crisis is presented. After examining available and possible theoretical and practical aspects 
the assumptions from the analyzed material are proposed. The article discusses the development of credit 
unions and the factors affecting the credit union managers approach to the credit union system develop-
ment prospects. Despite an occurrence of the recent commercial banks global situation concerning the 
possible disappointment of consumers – credit unions are one of the best institutions for further financial 
sustainability in the retail credit markets.  
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1. Introduction

The performance of financial institutions is an im-
portant cognitive factor of economic growth, the 
allocation of capital, financial stability and the 
competitiveness and development of the manufac-
turing and service sectors (Beck et al. 2004). Cred-
it unions (CU), banks and credit co-operative 
banks play an important role in the economy and 
provide millions of its members to benefit from 
services in the European Union as well as in many 
other countries around the World in different con-
tinents. Cooperative financial institutions operate 
alongside the traditional banking system – espe-
cially in the sector for small personal loans, sav-
ings and personal services. They focused on a spe-
cific market segment – usually in the middle or 
lower middle-income people with small and medi-
um-sized businesses. Co-operative financial sys-
tem has made a significant contribution to the eco-
nomic sustainable development of many countries. 

Furthermore these institutions are making the ac-
tive circulation in the level of thousand billion of 
Euro equivalent.  

Internationalization of the credit union activi-
ties is inspired from greatly intensified interna-
tional economic relations practice. These days 
credit unions are much more exposed to interna-
tional business and goods and services are export-
ed and imported worldwide. Different cultures 
have different interests and priorities that respond 
differently to doubtful advertising and marketing 
techniques. During the process of rapid global 
(and particularly European) integration the busi-
nesses are forced to think about integration into 
the international markets. Taking some discourse it 
could be necessary to mention that Lithuania's 
mainly Western type capital market institutions are 
quite good integrated into the international organi-
zations. Nevertheless some distrust of financial 
institutions has been caused by the global financial 
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system recent crisis. Moreover this is a quite sensi-
tive issue for credit unions. Credit unions as a part 
of the global financial system are almost entirely 
related on a trust of the people (i.e., the union 
members) acting in the local and in many cases in 
the international markets. Therefore credit unions 
can intensify their competitiveness and ensure the 
continued existence of financial intermediary 
businesses. Therefore could be worthy to examine 
activities of the internationalization of credit un-
ions to find out whether the credit union’s group 
action dominates the “logic of exchange of enti-
ties”. The significant research on credit union de-
velopment has been done by McCarthy (2004), Di 
Salvo (2003), McKillop (2006). Lithuanian credit 
unions particularly were analyzed by McCarthy 
(2004), Igarytė (2006) and some other very few 
authors.  

The problem. In order to understand why 
some financial markets researchers have turned 
their attention on the analysis of credit unions it 
could be necessary to examine differences between 
commercial banks management with some level of 
internationalization and the credit unions man-
agement with possible internationalization direc-
tion. Besides the sustainable growth of credible 
financial institutions always is a part of country's 
economical and national security.  Moreover this 
particularly could be important for the sustainable 
development of cooperative financial institutions 
such as credit unions. Especially, due to the lack of 
investigation in this subject in Lithuania’s case. 

The object of this research is credit unions 
development and a possible internationalization 
advance.  

The aim of research is to investigate credit un-
ions growth with internationalization possibilities 
and to provide thoughts for the faster credit union 
development. 

The tasks of research – to evaluate the man-
agement experience of credit unions and to over-
view improvements in these financial institutions 
with a possible internationalization accent based 
on literature, statistical analysis, empirical studies 
and strategic solutions for credit unions improve-
ment.  

The methods of research in this paper. In or-
der to provide argument for credit unions to ensure 
their development (with a special emphasis on 
Lithuania's cooperative credit institutions) con-
cerning a possible internationalization this paper 
was carried out using quantitative and qualitative 
methods (the systematic empirical investigation of 
credit unions via statistical, mathematical tech-
niques, scientific literature and document analysis, 
interviews) and the results of a comparative analy-
sis of the study.  

2. Credit union’s role in nowadays’ economy 

This section of the paper shows the modern con-
cept of credit union operations and characteristics 
described in today’s credit union business devel-
opment issues. However the credit union manage-
ment and operations for the possible international-
ization could be theoretical priorities. Excessively 
a short summary of the credit unions’ chronicle is 
presented. 

Variety of sources in financial literature offers 
different credit union definitions but given all the 
mixture of credit union concept brings the same 
unified characteristics of credit unions. Literature 
on credit unions generally describes them as a co-
operative financial institution providing financial 
services to a certain group of people connected by 
common membership criteria.  

Meanwhile the majority of this study was done 
on the basis of nowadays credit unions experience. 
Moreover the majority of the data was assembled 
from the Lithuania's credit unions legal regulations 
and practical experience. Lithuania's credit union is 
defined by law as a credit institution that meets its 
member’s needs for economic and social activities, 
that has a license and can receive deposits and other 
repayable funds from them and to lend that funds to 
participants according to the Law on the non-
professional market associates. Credit unions are 
also entitled to pursue other statutory financial ser-
vices according to the Law and assumes the associ-
ated risks and responsibilities (Lithuania’s Law on 
Credit Unions 1995). 

Credit unions activities are based on the fun-
damental principles of co-operative unions and are 
in general not-for-profit organizations. Moreover 
an each member is an owner who has the only one 
vote. Membership in credit unions affects organic 
structure of a particular group of people. Each 
credit union member must buy shares and become 
the owner of the credit union.  

In some countries, “credit union” concept re-
places terms such as co-operative financial institu-
tions, micro-credit or self-help organizations, co-
operative banks. European Union countries howev-
er often use the term a co-operative bank. In many 
countries - especially in the Western Europe – cred-
it co-operatives have grown into the large co-
operative banks that provide full banking services. 
Nevertheless their management remains based on 
the same principle – co-operative banks are owned 
by co-operative members and governing bodies are 
elected by the same rule – “one member, one vote”. 
Credit unions differ from cooperative banks in the 
one important respect. A credit union – unlike a 
bank branch – is a separate and autonomous com-
pany controlled by its members. Moreover these 
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members are both owners and customers and they 
are responsible for the company’s progress, growth 
and profitability. Co-operative banks in their mem-
bership are defined sometimes by membership in a 
particular economical or geographical region. Quite 
similar the credit union could be a public communi-
ty partner. Moreover credit unions very often help 
proprietors and small businesses with a credit to 
create new jobs. It should be noted that the article 
analyzes activities of credit unions rather than co-
operative banks.  

Taking a closer look at the credit unions it 
could be useful to analyze empirical evidence from 
the Lithuanian Central Credit Union (LCCU, 
LCKU in Lithuanian). The LCCU is organized on 
the basis of co-operative bodies as the corporate 
credit union. The LCCU institution is established 
by the law of the Republic of Lithuania. The 
LCCU operates in accordance with the law on a 
registered credit institution and it is acting as a co-
operative company (Law on the Central Credit 
Union of the Republic of Lithuania 2000). Central 
Credit Union operates on the basis of share capital 
and the credit union’s liquidity and solvency resto-
ration functions.  

Lithuanian's credit unions supervisory authori-
ty is the Bank of Lithuania. The supervisory au-
thority of the Republic of Lithuania acts according 
to:  

− the Law on Credit Unions, and; 
− the license issued by the credit unions 

supervision administration; 
− the Republic of Lithuania Law on Finan-

cial Institutions, and; 
− the Bank of Lithuania supervisory regula-

tions (Lithuania’ Law on Credit Unions 995).  
Going back to some historical appearance of 

financial co-operatives it is necessary to remark 
that the first institution which was a possible credit 
union initiator has roots in the nineteenth century.  

Thus the business practices that today could be 
associated with co-operatives, was launched by 
weavers in Rochdale, England, in 1844. Besides a 
membership in this consumers organized co-
operatives was free. That co-operative fund had the 
democratic control and all profits were returned to 
members. Moreover the education of the members 
of the co-operative was regarded as a vital issue and 
is known as the Rochdale principle nowadays. 
Therefore these co-operatives have formed the basis 
for the principles on which co-operatives around the 
world operate to this day. Moreover the overwhelm-
ing majority of the credit unions are operating ac-
cording to these co-operatives rules.  

The first cooperative credit society in the 
world was founded in Heddesdorf, Germany in 

1850's. The Heddesdorf credit union was orga-
nized in Bavaria. Even before that some co-
operatives for self-help purposes were established. 
Friedrich Raiffeisen (Friedrich Wilhelm 
Raiffeisen, 1818–1888) motivated by the misery of 
the unfortunate part of the population founded the 
Society for Bread and Grain Supply during the 
starvation of winter 1847. Raiffeisen conceived of 
the idea of co-operative self-help during his tenure 
as the young mayor of Flammersfeld. Furthermore 
the bread society as well as the mutual aid society 
was founded in Flammersfeld, in 1849. Therefore 
the charitable society created in Heddesdorf was 
the ante-cooperative society based on the principle 
of cooperative assistance. Later Raiffeisen began 
to develop district and national associations and 
the central financial institutions. Summing up 
Hermann Schulze-Delitzsch founded the first ur-
ban credit cooperative in Germany in 1850 while 
Friedrich Wilhelm Raiffeisen formed the first rural 
credit cooperative in Germany in 1864. A princi-
pal purpose of these early people’s banks was to 
draw outside funds into communities that needed 
them; not as charitable donations but as loans to be 
repaid (Isbister 1994). By 1913 there were 1 500 
urban credit cooperatives in Germany with in ex-
cess of 800 000 members and approximately 
17 000 rural credit cooperatives with 1.5 million 
members. Nowadays in Germany the Volksban-
ken-Raiffeisen Banken has a market share of ap-
proximately 16 %. Besides the first credit union in 
Lithuania, then called the Savings Lending Com-
pany (Taupmenų skolinimosi bendrovė, in Lithua-
nian) was established in 1871.  

Therefore since the mid of the nineteenth cen-
tury a member-owned financial co-operative or 
credits co-operative movement was widely devel-
oped in the majority of European Nations as well as 
in another countries around the world. Since then 
credit unions have more or less positive trends. 
Moreover these trends have an increasing magni-
tude in the beginning of the twenty first century.  

That is obvious that the world global credit 
unions accumulated deposits increased each year 
since the 2001st. The biggest amount of deposits 
was accepted in the year 2010. The growth rate 
was 7.29 %if compared with the previous year. 
Moreover the increase in the decade was 2.3 times 
as compared 2010 to the 2001.  

3. Internationalization theories applicable to 
the credit union’s business 

Internationalization of the activities theoretically is 
inspired greatly by the intensified international 
economic relations practice. Many large compa-
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nies began to intensify their rush to foreign coun-
try markets.  

All activities of internationalization develop-
ment theories can be conditionally divided into two 
major groups – the Uppsala internationalization 
theory – that was pioneered by Swedish scientists – 
J. Johansen, F. Wiedersheim-Paul, J. E. Vahlne and 
the operational stages theory of the internationaliza-
tion process of innovation and factor theory studies, 
that are represented by the United States of America 
scientists – W. J. Bilkey, G. Tesar, M. R. Czinkot, 
S. T. Cavusgil, S. D. Reid and others (Figueira-de-
Lemos et al. 2011).  

Economic decisions based on the approach to 
traditional internationalization theories and models 
of internationalization, which is maximizing the 
specific economic aspects.  

Internationalization and the internationaliza-
tion of the number of transactions cost theory is 
understood as dependent on economic decisions, 
how credit unions making strategic decisions in 
international business – chosen markets, access to 
them ways out business. These theories is that the 
credit union, the choice between alternatives, 
based on rational economic criteria such as cost, 
risk and control, gives the internationalization de-
cisions;  

Resource-based theory explains the interna-
tionalization of the credit union’s strategic deci-
sions, which depend on the capabilities and com-
ponents resulting from a controlled to certain 
resources, such as general human capital, man-
agement know-how, manufacturing know-how and 
access to financial capital.  

Evolutionary behavioral approaches to the in-
ternationalization stage theory, known as the pro-
cess theory says that the credit union is a gradual 
process of internationalization. There are two stag-
es of the theories of these schools:  

Uppsala internationalization model (U–
model), argues that internationalization is a long 
and gradual process, some credit unions are be-
coming more aware of foreign markets and, there-
by, increasing its resources in order to increase the 
degree of foreign involvement;  

Innovation–based internationalization model 
(I–model) shows the credit union operations inter-
nationalization stages. Uppsala and the main dif-
ference between the models is that the internation-
alization of innovation-based model explains the 
internationalization of the credit union as a result 
of managerial innovation in which each stage of 
the innovation. Operational level I-model is based 
on the export share in total sales figures, which 
may influence the credit union involvement in in-
ternational activity.  

The network model of internationalization of 
markets is used to analyze the relationship be-
tween the credit union networks. The main causes 
of these networks are that credit unions need ex-
tensive knowledge about each other to work to-
gether. Typically, such knowledge is dispersed, 
and credit unions need to be in long-term relation-
ships in order to absorb this knowledge (Alimienė 
et al. 2004). That could be characterized by the 
increasing internationalization of the credit union 
and the geographic extent of involvement in for-
eign activities. There is a wide-reaching interna-
tionalization based on these interpretations. Per-
haps the most popular concept of interna-
tionalization is the Uppsala model, explaining the 
market-oriented operations in the establishment of 
forms and techniques.  

4. Aspects of credit unions sustainable  
development 

Summarizing credit unions operations in interna-
tional markets could be appropriate to overview 
theoretical research on the development of credit 
union performance. Mutual aid is beneficial for a 
credit union sustainable growth as well as for the 
responsibility for credit union members. Credit un-
ion strength and success depend on the credit union 
members’ intentions to pursue common goals, share 
experiences and work together. A lot of that hap-
pens at the level of individual credit unions. Besides 
a united system of organizations is working to facil-
itate processes of credit unions from the local to an 
international level. Analyzing the credit union sys-
tem trends in various foreign countries, the re-
searchers (Ferguson et al. 2002; McCarthy et al. 
2001) generally distinguishes three stages of credit 
union and other cooperative financial institution 
systems development; The credit unions in the level 
of development; Transitional period; Mature credit 
union system (Ferguson, McKillop). On the other 
hand there is an another approach; Credit unions in 
the formation stage; The national credit union sys-
tem phase; International credit union system phase 
(MacPherson). Besides the existence of credit un-
ions in the first or second level of development does 
not guarantee the transition to the next level of de-
velopment; it can only be ensured by the consistent 
development of integration processes in the system.  

Moreover the development of a credit union 
analysis suggests that further development of the 
network of credit unions associated with the credit 
union services with the development of new 
technologies, risk management, strengthening their 
network stability and liquidity. Following the 
development of credit unions, there is an evident 
dependence on sociological – economical factors 
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(Dudzeviciute 2006). The data study revealed that 
about 96 % of the variation in the credit unions’ 
number has a direct correlation with the average 
wage trends in the Lithuanian economy, with the 
GDP per capita figure and the rate of foreign 
banks share in the banks’ system total capital. This 
analysis suggests that the the banking sector 
privatization have had the direct impact on the 
credit union network increase. 

5. Empirical evidence from credit unions in 
Lithuania 

This section presents a short overview of the em-
pirical research on Lithuanian credit unions. Ob-
jective of this part is to analyze the Lithuanian 
credit unions with international management prac-
tices and to examine whether the credit union op-
erations internationalization dominated the logical 
system of international practice and resources ex-
change of entities. The main revealed obstacles 
could be a limited membership in a credit union by 
territorial, professional and citizenship status, oc-
casional international exchanges of information on 
products, services and management good practice. 
An analysis of publications and credit unions’ web 
sites provided really useful information. Lithuania 
had the Central Credit Union and 68 credit unions 
in more than 114 thousand members in 2011. 
Lithuanian credit unions members share capital 
increased the each following year since 2005. It 
occurred despite the global financial crisis that has 
an extremely negative impact on Lithuania’s 
economy in 2009 (the country’s GDP decreased by 
more then 17 %).  

Credit unions share capital increased by 
54.82 % in 2005. Moreover credit union members 
share capital increased by 48.86 %, in the follow-
ing year. The member share capital of credit un-
ions increased by nearly 46 %, in 2007. In 2008, 
credit union share capital increased by 36.23 %. 
Just because of the impact of the global financial 
crisis credit union share capital increased only by 
16.76 %, in 2009. However in 2010 the credit un-
ion share capital increased by 25.74 %. Neverthe-
less the global financial crisis showed its impact 
on Lithuania's credit unions in the terms of accu-
mulated profits.  

Fifty three credit unions were profitable but 
ten credit unions have experienced financial losses 
and the one credit union had expenses equal to its 
earned income in 2005. The accumulated profits 
for the all credit unions of Lithuania was 1 692.3 
thousand litas. This result was higher than 907.5 
thousand litas in 2004 and the highest figure since 
1995. Profit growth was influenced by the increase 
in credit union activity. Fifty eight credit unions 

earned a profit; eight credit unions have suffered 
losses in 2006. Total profit reached 2 272.7 thou-
sand litas for the all credit unions. It was 35 per-
cent more than in 2005. Furthermore fifty nine 
credit unions earned a profit and eight credit un-
ions experienced a loss. Totally credit accumulated 
2 722.4 thousand litas in 2007. Nonetheless forty 
seven credit unions were profitable and twenty 
suffered a loss in the eve of the recent financial 
crisis. Totally credit unions earned only 0.7 mil-
lion litas in 2008. Unfortunately the credit unions 
had 5.3 million litas accumulated losses in 2009. 
As a sign of some recovery thirty seven credit un-
ions were profitable and thirty one had losses in 
2010. Entirely the credit unions had 5.4 million 
litas losses in this year.  

Valuating Lithuania’s credit unions interna-
tionalization the following realities also can be an 
indicator for the international cooperation issues. 
Lithuanian credit unions represented by the Lithu-
anian Central Credit Union (hereinafter – LCCU), 
actively participates in the activities of interna-
tional rights. Moreover the LCCU has a member-
ship in the following international organizations: 
Proxfin organization; European Association of 
Cooperative Banks; MasterCard International. 
(Proxfin is an international network of thirty 
community finance institutions and Développe-
ment international Desjardins (DID) whose mem-
bers have made a commitment to work towards the 
dual objectives of financial performance and social 
impact which they consider inseparable (Proxfin 
2012). European Association of Cooperative 
Banks (hereinafter – EACB) EACB unites all 
members of Europe’s biggest co-operative banks 
whose assets represent about 20 percent of the re-
tail banking market in Europe. MasterCard Inter-
national or “MasterCard’s” is one of the world's 
largest consumer credit card payment system op-
erator based in New York).  

Meanwhile Lithuanian emigrants abroad also 
established their credit unions since the mid of 
twentieth century. It could be mentioned that the 
Lithuanian credit unions exist around the world. 
Lithuanians established credit unions in their larg-
est colonies - the United States (Lithuanian Credit 
Union in Los Angeles (since 1962), Lithuanian 
credit union “Taupa” in Cleveland, Lithuanian 
Federal Credit Union “Taupa” in Boston (since 
1981), the California Lithuanian Credit Union in 
Santa Monica (since 1969), Canada – Montreal 
Lithuanian credit Union “Litas”, Lithuanian credit 
cooperative “Parama” (“Support”) in Toronto 
(since 1952), Lithuanian credit cooperative “Tal-
ka” Hamilton, Canada (operates since 1955), “Pri-
sikėlimas” (“The Resurrection”) credit cooperative 
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in Toronto, Lithuanian credit union “Talka” in 
Melbourne, Australia). 

6. Conclusions 

During the process of the accelerating European 
Union integration distrust in financial institutions 
is a quite overcritical issue. This uncertainty has a 
tendency to increase rapidly because of the recent 
financial system crisis. Therefore credit unions 
could be one of the main participants increasing 
the sustainable development of financial institu-
tions especially in the retail market segment. 
Moreover credit unions had to think about integra-
tion into the international markets. Sometime it 
could be necessary to solve problems offering 
strategic decisions in the internationalization of 
credit unions activities. Furthermore the interna-
tionalization of the credit union activities can help 
in the restoration of the trust in financial institu-
tions and – even more important – to increase the 
number of its members.  

On the other hand credit unions should esti-
mate individual needs of a consumer (and a mar-
ket) and do not always apply the same standardi-
zation strategy as other credit institutions in 
gaining the competitive advantage in global mar-
kets. Therefore the internationalization of activi-
ties of the credit unions could help to achieve a 
required result. Thus necessary policies and pro-
cedures can help to organize and monitor their ac-
tivities and to ensure smooth and safe operations. 
Moreover credit unions must comply with the 
laws and requirements of the provisions of the 
credit union in order to help implement good 
business practice and experience.  

In addition results from the analysis of credit 
unions' legal regulation in Lithuania uncover that 
different amendments to the Law on credit unions 
is a permanent dimension. Significant event in 
Lithuania's credit union system development is the 
adoption of the Law on the Central Credit Union 
and the Law on deposit insurance. Besides the 
adoption of the Law on Financial institutions has 
very little influence for credit union operations in 
practice. However the credit union sustainable de-
velopment trends and prospects are rarely ana-
lyzed in contemporary scientific publications. 
Therefore more detailed studies are lacking in the 
credit union development prospects and forecasts. 
Since the mid of nineteenth century credits co-
operative movement was widely developed in the 
majority of nations around the world. Still then 
credit unions demonstrate quite positive trends. 
Furthermore these trends have an increasing ratio 
in the twenty first century.  
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